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WORKPLACE RESEARCH ASSESSMENT
Action through knowledge. Results through research.

Attraction, Retention,
and Space
Your business is a
system, and
understanding the whole
picture is a necessity.

Organizational systems change constantly based on new initiatives,
programs, customers, and people...sometimes even a pandemic, yet
the physical workplace remains static for years on end. Though this is
the norm, the cumulative effect of this is that outdated space inhibits
progress at the organizational level.
Not having an accurate understanding of the space and how it affects the
people on a regular basis can lead to financial losses through resignations,
attrition, and expensive investment in inaccurate space solutions.
With a DORIS workplace research assessment, organizations are
equipped with information explaining how their space needs to flex to
the needs of their current workforce. Stop guessing and start making
decisions about space through data-driven insights.

WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR WORKSPACE,
WE GET TO THE HEART OF THESE FOUR QUESTIONS:

What gets
used and why?

What doesn’t get
used and why?

What’s missing
and why?

What needs
adapting and why?
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YOUR WORKPLACE ASSESSMENT ENGAGEMENTS
What we do

PLANNING
MEETING

We have a 60 minute meeting with the project leader. This could be the CEO, office
manager, facilities, head of HR, real estate director, etc. We see this person as the
steward of the workplace, tasked with making it work well for the organization and
all the employees.

Why this matters

In this meeting, DORIS is able to understand unique objectives for the project and
lay the foundation for success. This is critical for buildng a strong project foundation.

What we do

25 INTERVIEWS

We conduct 30 minute one-on-one interviews with a stakeholder sample of 25
people. We help you select a diverse sample to achieve quality insights.

Why this matters

This data informs the current state of the workplace through the eyes of the subject
matter experts (the people using the space). We need this data to understand any
current challenges they face.

What we do

IDEATION AND
PROTOTYPING
WORKSHOP

We convene our 25 stakeholder sample in a 90 minute workshop to collect data
on the future. We use methods to gather their unique ideas and rapidly test them
through prototyping.

Why this matters

This step is critical for understanding valuable places to invest in the short term and
for beginning to plan for the long term future of the workplace.

What we do

DATA REVIEW
MEETING

We hold our final 60 minute meeting with the project leader to deliver an insights
document and facilitate them through a planning process.

Why this matters

Understanding both a current state of the workplace and an envisioned future gives
the project leader the ability to confidently make decisions and implement change
on one of the organization’s most expensive assets—the workplace.

WHAT YOU GET:
At the end of an assessment, we enable a steward of an organization’s space to have clear direction on the following:
•
•
•
•

What to lean into and keep doing
What to adjust for a quick win
What to begin planning for long term
What to stop doing
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